Blacklava Pop
mixed media
Kate Agathon

Untitled
pencil on paper
Keiko Agena

The Palace: Like Stuff it White People
web comic script
Jimmy Aquino

On Being Eurasian
ink on paper
Jeremy Arambulo
APA Month 2010
digital print
Lindsay Bauer

Untitled
digital print
Darren Lee Brown

Reflection of Inference
gelatin silver negatives
Minh Carrico

Be Your Own Hero
pencil on paper
Jef Castro
Imagined Kinship
poem
Roxana Cazan

Glamorous Asians
autographed book
May-Lee Chai

ah-Lin!
digital print
Lillian Chan

Wonderwoman
ink on paper
Bernard Chang
Gatchaman
ink on paper
Cliff Chiang

Untitled
signed promo poster
Dan Choi

Peril
signed Secret Identities script page
Keith Chow
Untitled
Signed photograph
Judy Chu

Wake Up
signed sheet music
Dawen

Animal
signed CD
Far East Movement

Untitled
water color
Angelina Fielding
Other (from The Hapa Project)
signed and numbered digital print
Kip Fulbeck

Untitled
photo
Kian Goh

Snake Eyes
pencil on paper
Larry Hama
Join Us  
mixed media  
Lisa Hanasono

Untitled  
signed photo and letter  
Mike Honda

To Seung-Hui Choi  
poem  
Edward Hong
Untitled
signed photo
Daniel Inouye

Hollywood
ink on paper
Michael Kang

Chibichan Cowgirl
digital print
Margaret Kasahara
The Fifth Book of Peace (cover)
ink enso
Maxine Hong Kingston

Passing it On
signed memoir cover
Yuri Kochiyama

The Return of the South China Spirit
Giclee signed and numbered print
Stella Lai
Blue Ampersand
acrylic on canvas
Jennifer 8. Lee

Smith College Asian Student Association
digital print
Judy Lei

Legend
digital print
Jianming Li

Asian American Hamster Looking Left
mixed media
Tao Lin
Quick Kick
marker on paper
Jerry Ma/Phil Yu

Beijing Olympics 2008
photo
Nhat Meyer

Daylight Savings
signed CD
Goh Nakamura

Studying
digital print
Kim Duyên Nguyễn
**Untitled**
digital print  
Bich Minh Nguyen

**Love, Angel, Music, Baby**  
poem  
Bao Phi

**Untitled**  
signed photo  
Parry Shen

**Tanabata Dance**  
photo  
Akemi Shimbashi
Hold
  crayon on paper
  Beau Sia

commUNITY
  exhibition promo flier
  William L. Snyder

Vietnam
  photo
  Lac Su

V. Chin
  signed t-shirt
  Ryan Suda
Saving Fish from Drowning
autographed novel
Amy Tan

Sanmon (Three Gates)
archival digital print
Nishiki Tayui

Secret Asian Man: 4th of July
ink on paper
Tak Toyoshima

Pho Life
digital print
Donnytello Tran
Untitled
digital print
Sophia Travis

The Dinner Party
poem
Frances Kai-Hwa Wang

Racist Camera
photo
Joz Wang
Yellow  
signed book  
Frank Wu

Hong on the Range  
signed book  
William Wu

Truth, Social Justice, and the Asian American Way  
marker on paper  
Jeff Yang